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The Spectre model is  a marque firs t and foremos t, and an electric car second, according to the automaker. Image courtesy of Rolls -Royce

 
By LUXURY DAILY NEWS SERVICE

British automaker Rolls -Royce is unveiling its first fully-electric car model.

Retailing at $413,500, the Rolls -Royce Spectre will feature an all-electric estimated EPA range of up to 260 miles, and
is available immediately for purchase. The company, which aims for a fully electric fleet by 2030, will begin
deliveries in the final quarter of 2023.

"This is the start of a bold new chapter for our marque, our extraordinary clients and the luxury industry," said
Torsten Mller-tvs, CEO at Rolls -Royce Motor Cars, in a statement.

"For this reason, I believe Spectre is the most perfect product that Rolls -Royce has ever produced."

Electric era
Rolls -Royce has dubbed its latest release the world's first ultraluxury electric super coupe.

The Spectre model stands out in both design milestone aerodynamics as marked by an accompanying aero-tuned
Spirit of Ecstasy figurine, in respect of its  treasured motif, and the luxury of spacious proportions uphold Rolls -Royce
standards and function bespoke technology includes 664 foot-pounds of torque from a 577 hp powertrain.

The vehicle has been designed to reach up to 60 mph in 4.4 seconds and includes a silent engine.
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A post shared by Rolls-Royce Motor Cars (@rollsroycecars)

Taking inspiration from the brand's Phantom Coup, Rolls -Royce's new two-door coupe EVs come equipped with 23-
inch wheels, back after almost one hundred years. The Spectre arrives with a strong heritage tie, the vision of Rolls -
Royce's founders expressed at the start of the 20th century, according to the company.

"The electric car is perfectly noiseless and clean," said Charles Stewart Rolls, cofounder at Rolls -Royce, in 1900.

"There is no smell or vibration," he said. "They should become very useful when fixed charging stations can be
arranged."

Heritage continues to proliferate at the base of all company efforts, as Rolls -Royce looks to meet the demand of a
changing world once more.

The automaker's new battery electric vehicle evokes its successor, the elder Twenty model. Debuted on Oct. 6, 1922,
the "Rolls -Royce Twenty," designed by English engineer and company cofounder Sir Henry Royce, reached a
centenary anniversary milestone this month (see story).
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